
STATlanta 2020 
Saturday, February 8, 2020 
Woodward Academy 
 

• 8:15 - 8:45 - Coffee & Snacks 
• 8:45 - 9:00 – Introductions and Opening Remarks 

o Paul Myers  
• 9:00 - 9:50 – Teaching Introductory Statistics: Ask Good Questions 

o Allan Rossman 
• 10:00 -10:50 – Illuminating Inference with Applets 

o Daren Starnes 
• 11:00 - 11:50 – ASA-NCTM Pre-K-12 GAISE II – Enhancing the Spirit of School Level Statistics in GAISE I 

o Chris Franklin 
• 12:00 - 12:50 - Lunch 
• 1:00 - 1:50 – Is Data Science in Your (and Your Students’) Future? 

o Paul Myers 
• 2:00 - 2:50 – Emphasizing Human Progress 

o Allan Rossman 
• 3:00 - 3:15 - Closing Remarks 

o Paul Myers 

 
• Teaching Introductory Statistics: Ask Good Questions 

Allan Rossman 
Abstract: I will present a series of questions that help students to learn introductory statistics.  These questions focus on teaching 
statistical thinking, emphasizing conceptual understanding, using real data, and making effective use of technology.  Specific topics 
include descriptive statistics, data collection, probability, and statistical inference.  These questions include both in-class activities and 
summative assessments, some of which make use of freely available interactive applets.  I hope to stimulate reflection on the 
importance of asking good questions, in addition to providing questions and activities that can be used directly with introductory 
statistics students.   
 

• Illuminating Inference with Applets 
Daren Starnes 
Abstract: What is a confidence interval? How do we interpret a confidence level? Why is it important to check conditions? What is 
a significance test? How do we interpret a P-value? What's the connection between Type I error, Type II error, and the power of a 
test? We'll explore interactive applets that illuminate these important inference concepts.  
 

• ASA-NCTM Pre-K-12 GAISE II – Enhancing the Spirit of School Level Statistics in GAISE I 
Chris Franklin 
Abstract: This presentation focuses on the Pre-K-12 Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE) 
Framework Report II to be published April 2020. The original GAISE (published 15 years ago) has significantly impacted state, 
national, and international standards and policy. GAISE II addresses the future essentials in statistics curriculum maintaining the spirit 
of GAISE I across school levels with enhancements to changes in data types, types of data sets, technology, assessment, and the 
necessity of always questioning with the statistical problem-solving process.  
 

• Is Data Science in Your (and your students) Future? 
Paul Myers 
Abstract: The BIG question – What is Data Science?  How is Data Science different than our current statistics courses?   Should 
our current statistics courses be modified to embrace Data Science concepts?  What are the technology implications in Data 
Science?  Hints at some of the answers and examples & plans from my current and upcoming Data Science classes will be illustrated. 
 

• Emphasizing Human Progress 
Allan Rossman 
Abstract: By almost all measures of human welfare, the world has made spectacular progress in the past century.  To cite a few 
examples: Life expectancy is up, literacy rates are up, years of schooling are up.  Child mortality is down, global poverty is down, 
even gun murder rates are down.  But very few people realize what progress has been made.  Inspired by the work of Hans Rosling 
and Steven Pinker, I will present data about human progress and people’s ignorance about that progress.  I will encourage statistics 
teachers to use data, examples, activities, and assignments that help to make students aware of human progress. 



 

Allan Rossman is Professor of Statistics at Cal Poly – San Luis Obispo.  His Ph.D. is in 
Statistics from Carnegie Mellon University.  He has taught statistics, primarily at the 
introductory level for undergraduates, for thirty years.  He has served as Chief Reader of the 
AP Statistics program, as Program Chair for the U.S. Conference on Teaching Statistics, and 
on committees that developed the American Statistical Association’s GAISE 
recommendations for teaching introductory statistics at the college level.  He has received 
teaching awards from the American Statistical Association and the Mathematical Association 
of America.  He writes a weekly blog about teaching introductory statistics at 
https://askgoodquestions.blog. 

 

Daren Starnes has taught AP Statistics since the course launched in 1996-97. He has been 
an AP exam reader, table leader, and question leader for 20 years. Daren is a frequent 
speaker on statistics education at conferences and has led over 100 workshops for AP 
Statistics teachers. He contributed to the resources on AP Classroom and in the Course and 
Exam Description (CED) as a member of the AP Statistics Instructional Design Team. Daren 
served for 6 years on the ASA/NCTM Joint Committee on Curriculum in Statistics and 
Probability and was head judge for the ASA’s Student Project Competition. Daren is lead 
author of two popular high school statistics texts, and coauthor (with Roxy Peck) of Making 
Sense of Statistical Studies, a capstone module in statistical thinking for high school students. 
Daren and his wife Judy enjoy traveling, and especially spending time with their three sons 
and six grandkids. 

 

Christine (Chris) Franklin is the K-12 Statistics Ambassador for the American Statistical 
Association, an ASA Fellow, and University of Georgia Emerita Statistics faculty. She is the 
co-author of two statistics textbooks and has published more than 60 journal articles and 
book chapters.  She is a past Chief Reader for Advanced Placement Statistics, a Fulbright 
scholar to New Zealand (2015), recipient of the United States Conference on Teaching 
Statistics (USCOTS) Lifetime Achievement Award,  the prestigious ASA Founder’s award and 
an elected member of the International Statistical Institute (ISI). Chris loves being with her 
family, running, hiking, scoring baseball games, and reading mysteries. 
Chris was interviewed in the Journal of Statistics Education. Read her interview 
at http://www.amstat.org/publications/jse/v21n3/rossmanint.pdf. Her website is at: 
https://www.amstat.org/ASA/Education/ASA-K-12-Statistical-Ambassador.aspx 

 

Paul Myers has taught mathematics and statistics for 50 years, including 8 years in Europe & 
Africa, 32 years at Woodward Academy, 2 years at Georgia Tech, and 8 years at The Paideia 
School in Atlanta. He has been an AP Statistics and Pre-AP Mathematics consultant for The 
College Board and a Fathom software consultant since 1997 and has conducted one-day and 
weeklong summer AP Statistics workshops in 45 States, Canada, China and Germany, 
including the AP National Conference. Paul is a frequent presenter at conferences focusing 
on statistics, data analysis, simulation and appropriate use of technology.  Paul’s recent 
projects include developing and conducting Stimulating Simulations workshops and teaching 
Operations Research and Data Science courses using Excel, Google Sheets, Fathom and R at 
multiple high school levels. 
 

 


